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ABSTRACT 

Aswe have progressed into the 21®'Century,the general aviation(GA)cockpit 

has been slow to evolve to keep pace with the advances in technology and research that 

have been applied to the avionics displays for military and civil commercial aviation 

applications. GA cockpits arejustnow beginning to reflect the benefits ofthese 

advances The increased use ofhuman factors research in the design ofGA avionics 

displays hasled to the awareness ofthe importance ofimproved information presentation 

and data cueing Asaresult,instrument panels are integrating a variety ofhighly 

configurable electronic,full-color,hierarchical in design,multifunction displays(MFD) 

These MFDs are bemg utilized for inserting a significant increase ofcoded and processed 

information into the often display-cluttered aircraft cockpitfor use by the GA pilot. 

MFDs,coded and formatted properly,can aid the GA pilotin an overall increase m 

situational awareness(SA)ofboth the aircraft's performance and the surrounding flight 

environment. In addition,many ofthese new MFDshave the capability to combine and 

integrate multiple data inputs onto a single display sometimes referred to as"Data 

Fusion." In a similar vem,as"datafused"MFDsproliferate,the number ofsingle 

functionality avionics system displays and control boxes can be reduced and replaced by 

MFD systems with multiple roles and capabilities. This will increase the available 

instrument panel space for additional or redundantcomponents This thesis will 

investigate applicable human factors research and see how advanced GA avionics 

technologies are evolving as a result. This thesis will also discuss systems that should be 

incorporated in GA aircraft to improveSA for pilots in the GA aircraft sector. 
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CHAPTERI 

INTRODUCTION 

CockpitDevelopment 

A review ofthe historical developmentofaircraft cockpits shows thatthe 

evolution ofcockpit design hasfollowed the expansion ofaircraft capabilities. In the 

earliest days ofaviation when flighttimes were expressed in seconds and then minutes, 

the cockpit was merely the location ofthe pilot and flight controls and minimal ifany 

instrumentation was present(AGARD,1996). When Orville and Wilbur Wright made 

their epic flightin 1903,their aircraftinstrumentation consisted ofnothing more than a 

piece ofstring used as a slip indicator(Hawkins,1987). Subsequentinstrumentation prior 

to World War(WW)11 waslimited to simple displays such as a single engine revolutions 

per minute(RPM)indicator to determine engine performance or afuel quantity gauge to 

determine ftiel remaining(Ardey,1999). As aircraft performance increased,more 

sophisticated controls and more complex displays were introduced to permit satisfactory 

aircraft operation(Hawkins,1987). The adventofincreased aircraft performance 

allowed the possibility ofcross-country flight. In turn,cross-country flight necessitated 

the addition ofnavigation instruments,engine instruments,and rudimentary flight 

instruments to the cockpit panels. Asthe complexity ofaircraft systems increased,the 

gauges,switches,and status panels for the variety ofsystems expanded and became apart 

ofthe cockpit. Asthe density ofair traffic became afactor in aircraft operations,radios, 

transponders,and precision navigation systems were introduced into the cockpit. This 
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proliferation ofcockpitinstrumentation(in theform ofmechanical,pneumatic or 

electrical dials and gauges,and displays)expanded to fill all ofthe available areain the 

cockpit. Each ofthese additions has been made to addressthe various essentialtasks that 

the pilot and aircrew mustattend to during aflight. Primarily: fly the aircraft;navigate 

the aircraft,monitorthe systems ofthe aircraft, operate the aircraft in conjunction with 

those around it,and perform mission related tasks.(AGARD,1996). In mostinstances, 

the usual integration ofnew cockpit systems were as additions,notsubstitutions or 

replacements for current systems. This has resulted in the further complexity ofaircraft 

systems(Ardey,1999). 

Thefollowing figures are representative ofthe evolution ofcockpit complexity. 

Figure A-1(Appendix,Figure 1)showsthe progression in the increase in complexity of 

military aircraft cockpits from the 1910'stimeframe until the 1970's. Figure A-2shows 

the further developmentofmilitary aircraft cockpits from the 1970's until the 1990 s. 
> '' \ 

Figure A-3showsthe cockpit complexity ofa representative general aviation(GA) 

aircraft cockpitfrom 1948. Figures A-4 and A-5 show the developmentm complexity of 

two representative cockpitsfrom GA aircraft ofthe 1990's. 

Complexity Drivers 

Competition drove much ofthe increase m complexity and capabilities ofboth the 

military and civil commercial sides ofaviation development. (Ardey,1999) The 

military was primarily interested in developing more efficient and capable aircraftto 

ensure successful operations against less capable adversaries while ensuring pilot and air 



crew mission success and survival. The civil commercial side became more complex as a 

result oftwo factors-economics and safety(Hawkins,1987). 

Economics 

The number ofpassengers increased whenthe general populace discovered the 

advantages ofcommercial air transportation,therefore forcing an increase in fleet and 

aircraft sizes. Multiple airlines were subsequentlyfounded and competition erupted to 

move more passengers along similar routes m less time. Aircraft performance increased 

to facilitate the movementofpassengers,thus requiring more information inputto the 

pilot,more sophisticated controls,and more complex displaysto permitsatisfactory and 

cost driven operations(Hawkins,1987). 

Safety 

Asthe number ofcivil commercial aircraft increased to facilitate the movementof 

more passengers,aircraft speeds increased,routes became established,and subsequently 

aircraft safety became a consideration An air traffic control(ATC)system was 

established to facilitate the safety ofcivil commercial operation. This necessitated the 

adventofa navigation and locating system for aircraft reporting which added further 

complexity to aircraft cockpits. Once reliable position fixmg capabilities were added to 

aircraft,the aircraft now had to convey reports oftheir positions over reliable 

commumcation systemsto ATC ground stations along the route offlight(Ardey,1999). 

When aircraft accidents occurred,especially with civil commercial aircraft,there was 

greater exposure because ofthe number ofvictims involved per accident. In initial cases, 

aircraft design was cited as responsible,whether it wasfaulty or failed instruments or 
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placementofoperating controls. The GA industry's solution wasto add more 

redundancy and complexity to the cockpitin an attemptto provide more information to 

the pilot(Hawkins,1987). Many modem day aircraft accidents and incidents cite crew 

error as a causalfactor(Schutte,1997). 

Human Error 

It is widely accepted that human error is a major contributing factor in aircraft 

accidents(Schutte& Wiltshire, 1997). In addition to the evolutionary process ofsimply 

adding more controls and displaysto existing cockpit systems,crew systems designs and 

flight station layouts have frequently ignored the limitations and capabilities ofthe 

human operator(Sexton,1988). Through human factors research,it has been determined 

that workload is an important determinantin causing human error. The human is most 

reliable under moderate levels ofworkload thatdo notchange suddenly or unpredictably. 

Extremes ofworkload increase the likelihood ofhuman error. When workload is 

excessive,errors arise from the inability ofthe humanto cope with high information rates 

imposed bythe environment(Kantowitz& Casper,1988). 

In today's modem civil commercial aircraft, pilots repeatedly reportthatthey are 

'behind the aircraft', i.e.,they do notknow whatthe automated aircraft is doing or how 

the aircraft is doing it until after the fact(Schutte, 1997). In aviation,the human interface 

with the cockpitand its environmentis an important aspectofaircraft safety and flight 

operations. The pilot performs a large number oftasks,many ofwhich involve cognitive 

performance capabilities. Cognitive performance in cockpit-related systems interfaces 

with flight operations and safety,and is knownto have contributory relationships Avith the 



incidence ofaviation accidents due to human error(Chambers&Cihangirii, 1990) This 

loss ofcogmtive performance and many cited human errors m aircraft cockpits have also 

been attributed to information overload. 

Information Overload 

Aircraft displays are the pilot's primary means ofdetermining how and whatthe 

aircraft is doing The pilot's senses have become overloaded with information as aircraft 

have grown m complexity and technology has provided the capability ofoffering 

increased levels ofinformation. (Stokes& Wickens,1988). A display is any means of 

presenting information directly and it usually makes use ofthe visual,aural,or tactual 

senses A stall warning using a stick-shaker is using the tactual sense as well as aural(the 

sound ofthe stick shaker)and visual(a warning light). The purpose ofa display in an 

aircraft is to transfer information aboutsome aspectofthe flight accurately and rapidly 

from its source to the brain ofthe crew member,where processing can take place. The 

human sensory capacity is enormous,butthe human information transmitting rate is very 

limited,as is man's short-term memory capacity(Hawkins,1987). The short-term(also 

referred to as working memory)is the gateway to long-term memory. Information 

conveyedfrom the visual,aural,and tactual senses mustpass through the short-term 

memory first before it enters long-term memory. To encode and transfer information 

from the senses to short-term memory and to hold information in short-term memory 

requires thatthe human direct attention to the process. Information in short-term memory 

is transferred to long-term memory by semantically coding it,that is,by supplying 

meaning to the information and relating it to information already stored m long-term 



memory. To recall more information,it mustbe analyzed,compared,and related to past 

knowledge(Sanders&McCormick,1993). Thisimbalance in the short-term memory 

results in a bottleneck arising whenthe information,which is being fed to the brain,is 

being filtered, stored,and processed. This bottleneck is offundamentalimportance in the 

design offlight deck displays. The display mustnot only presentinformation,but also 

present it in such a way as to help the brain in its processing task. Furthermore,the 

display is oflittle use in the overall flight deck system unless it is designed so thatthe 

crew member will be able to utilize it. Notonlyimder normal circumstances,but also 

whenthe pilot's performance is affected by stress or fatigue(Hawkins,1987). The limits 

ofa pilot's attention may be rapidly exceeded by the proliferation ofwarning indicators, 

status displays,flight path displays,air traffic control data links,meteorological 

information,navigational information,and communications data(Stokes& Wickens, 

1988) 

Human FactorsInputs 

The military and civil commercial aircraft industriestumed to human factors 

techniques to aid m cockpit design to reduce overall cockpit complexity,improve pilot 

and air crew performance,and to improve information recognition. This helped to better 

imderstand informationflow and overload m the aviation cockpit and to reduce human 

errors. Humanfactors is not easily defined,but Sanders&McCormick(1993)give the 

following definitions: 

Human Factorsfocuses on human beings and their interactions with 
products, equipment,facilities,procedures,andenvironments used in work 
andeveryday living The emphasis is on human beings andhow the 
design ofthings influencespeople Humanfactors, then, seeks to change 



the thingspeople use andthe environments in which they use these things 
to better match the capabilities, limitations, and needsofpeople Human 
factors hastwo major objectives Thefirst is to enhance the effectiveness 
and efficiency with which workandother activities are carried out 
Included here would besuch things asincreasedconvenience ofuse, 
reduced errors, andincreasedproductivity The second objective is to 
enhance certain desirable human values, including improvedsafety, 
reducedfatigue andstress, increased comfort, greater user acceptance, 
increasedjob satisfaction, andimproved quality oflife The approach of 
humanfactors is the systematic application ofrelevant information about 
human capabilities, limitations, characteristics, behavior,and motivation 
to the design ofthingsandprocedurespeople use andthe environments in 
which they use them This involvesscientific investigations to discover 
relevantinformation abouthumansand their responses to things, 
environments, etc This information serves as the basisfor making design 
recommendationsandforpredicting theprobable effects ofvarious design 
alternatives The humanfactors approach also involves the evaluation of 
the things we design to ensure thatthey satisfy their intended objectives 

Human-CenteredDesign 

Designers have turned awayfrom technology-centered design and have focused 

more on human-centered flight deck design to emphasize human factors in cockpit 

design In technology-centered design,technology wasthe primary consideration and 

humans were secondary. In many instances,humans dealt with this technology 

domination and poor cockpit designs by relying on their unique traits offlexibility and 

adaptability. With human-centered design,the emphasis has now beenon human 

behavior and capabilities. The human has beenthe center ofthe flight deck and the goal 

has been to produce task-oriented displays that presentidentifiable,relevantinformation. 

Ratherthan provide individual pieces ofinformation,which the pilot had to combine(a 

task not very well suited for humans as we've seenfrom the discussion on information 

overload),the display presented the information after it was combined. Information 

traditionally provided on multiple displays wasintegrated or synthesized into one display. 



thus reducing the pilot's effort by having to refer to only one display versus multiple 

displays. This synthesized quantitative information was presented in aform that was 

processed qualitatively by the pilot;alevel ofprocessing sufficientfor the task The key 

to human-centered display design has been to understand the tasks the flight crew must 

perform(Schutte& Willshire,1997). 

Allocation ofFunctions 

Kantowitzand Casper(1988)term the systematic decisions about which tasks 

should be assigned to humans and which to automation,allocation offunctions(also 

termed functional allocation). The selection or allocation offunctions is changed 

dynamically as environmental demands change. In other words,the pilot can enable or 

disable flight deck automation and displays by changing the formator selecting different 

functionality. 

Multifunction Displays 

Multifunction displays(MFD)were introduced out ofthe desire to cope with the 

enormous amountofdata presented onboard and to provide a meansfor allocation of 

functions The advantage ofan MFD is information can be removed from the instrument 

panel which is notrelevantfor a specific phase ofaflight. In other words,the MFD can 

be configured according to the present needs ofthe user(AGARD,1996) However 

herein lies another problem with information overload. An MFDimposes additional 

workload onthe pilot The pilot has to have a mental model ofthe information system so 

thathe is aware ofwhatinformation is available and how to access it. In many 

hierarchical MFD systems,ifthe menu structure is deep or broad the operator may'get 
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lost'in the systems especially when he isimable to retrieve his mental modelfrom the 

long-term memory because ofa stressful situation. Organizing the menus and display 

pages based on the conceptofallocation offunctions instead ofsubsystems is one avenue 

to combatthe overload and memory recall problems Selecting afunction ata high level 

should cause the disappearance ofirrelevantsegments ofthe menuthus reducing the 

choice. In addition,required controls and information to accomplish specific tasks 

should be grouped together on the MFD in close proximity and easily accessible 

(AGARD,1996). 

"Glass Cockpits" 

The military and civil commercial cockpit designers oftoday have made 

extensive use ofthese human factors concepts and principles in current evolutions of 

whatcan be termed "glass cockpits." They have utilized multiple highly configurable 

MFDsand m some cases head-up displays(HUD)to minimize extraneous cockpit 

instrumentation. In many cases,the only instrumentation other than multiple MFDsand 

HUDsare backup airspeed,altitude,and heading instruments. Utilizing MFDsin the 

modem military and civil commercial cockpit,it is now possible to select from 

hierarchical menu driven systems and select a view ofprimary flight displays(PFD), 

electronic flight instrumentation systems(EFIS),navigation moving map displays,flight 

managementsystems(FMS),and engine instrumentation and caution advisory systems 

(EICAS) Any combination ofthese displays are selectable dependentonthe number of 

MFDsm the cockpit and the requirements ofthe phase offlight. On the military side and 

m some limited civil commercial cases,HUDsare being used asPFDsand the MFDsare 



utilized only for display ofsecondary system and status information. Figure A-2shows 

the evolution ofthe military"glass cockpit"from the F-18A which wasleading edge 

technology in 1975 to the now in developmentF-22ofthe 1990's. Figure A-6showsthe 

"state-of-the-art""glass cockpit"ofthe modem McDonnell Douglas MD-11. Much of 

the cockpitreal estate is devoted to MFD technology in the later military aircraft cockpit 

display examples depicted m Figure A-2and the MD-11 cockpit display depicted in 

Figure A-6. 

The"Pilot"Subsystem 

In the process ofhuman factors engineering ofaviation cockpits the pilot mustbe 

considered as a subsystem within the aircraft which has aperformance envelopejust like 

the other on-board subsystems or the aircraft itself. The pilot's performance envelope 

can be defined by the human's capabilities and limits. The performance envelope ofan 

individual is notconstant Many environmental and personal influences shape behavior 

and performance over time. Forthe cockpit designer,it is importantto become sensitive 

to the dependencies and to have asound knowledge ofthe sensory,cogmtive,and motor 

capabilities and limitations ofthe subsystem"pilot"(AGARD,1996). For purposes of 

looking atthe"pilot"subsystem,the visual,color,and auditory capabilities for human 

information processing will be explored 

VisualCapabilities 

Humans depend primarily on vision to gather information aboutthe state ofthe 

world outside their own bodies. Humansuse normal vision to perceive objects and 

recognize familiar patterns. They use peripheral vision extensively for perceiving 
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motion. Humans havetwo eyes setin a binocular fashion therefore they perceive the 

world in three dimensions. A look atthe composition and capabilities ofthe eye is 

essential to understanding ofhow humans perceive visual information Light enters the 

frontofthe eyethrough the lens and strikes the back portion ofthe eye atthe retina as 

shownin Figure 1. The retina atthe back ofthe eye is composed ofcones and rods. The 

conesfunction at high levels ofillumination,such as daylight,and provide superior 

detail,color determination,and motion perception. The rods function atlower levels of 

illumination,such as nighttime,and only differentiate between shades ofblack and white. 

The cones are concentrated m the center ofthe retinal area called the fovea. Thefovea 

area is the area ofthe eye with greatest visual acuity. For an objectto be seen clearly, 

there mustbe sufficient lightto activate the cones and the eye mustbe directed so thatthe 

image is focused onthe fovea(Sanders&McCormick,1993) 

Ms 

LensRetma 

Vitreous 
Fovea humor 

Cornea 

Optic nerve Aqueous humor 

Figure 1. PrincipalFeatures ofthe Human Eyein Cross Section. 

Source: Sanders M.S.and McCormick,E.J (1993). Human Factors in Engineering 
anc?Design,Seventh Edition. New York,NY: McGraw-Hill,Inc. pp.92. 
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Foveal Vision 

Since mostobjects are normally seen underillumination levels high enough to 

activate the cones,humans have developed astrong tendency to position their eyesto 

ensure foveal vison by looking directly at objects(Leibowitz,1988). Thefovealregion 

ofthe eye is generally taken to be oneto two degrees ofvision(AGARD,1996). Since 

the rods are activated atlow levels ofillumination and are concentrated around the 

periphery ofthe retina,the eye can see adim object more effectively ifit is positioned 

slightly to one side ofthe object rather than directly at it. However,the rods provide a 

much poorer quality ofvision than the cones,because they are completely insensitive to 

color and are less sensitive to fine detail and movement(Sanders&McCormick,1993). 

Color Capabilities 

The aesthetic appeal ofcolor is strong. In addition,color can contribute to image 

realism. Color can enhance the presentation ofinformation and gain user acceptance for 

display systems. Humanscan recognize aboutnine distinct surface colors,varying 

primarily in hue(Sanders&McCormick,1993). Humanscan discriminate between24 

colors when hue,luminosity,and saturation are varied(Stokes& Wickens,1988) An 

advantage ofthe use ofcolor is thatthe human's cognition ofcolor occurs fast and 

relatively automatically. Color can be used to group symbols into categories,reduce 

visual clutter,add additional information to asymbol or an alphanumeric,grab attention, 

and separate elements,not separable m space Evidence shows color leads to 

performance improvements in complex displays or pictorial formats,especially for search 

tasks,whereas no advantage was observed in wellformatted or simple displays. A 
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reduced response time and error rate was also observed when using shape and redundant 

color coding instead ofshape coding only(AGARD,1996). 

Color Coding 

Color proved effective to reduce confusion resulting from visual clutter when a 

great deal ofinformation mustbe presented in a dense format. Color groups data into 

larger categories ofinformation more efficiently processed m short-term memory. Color 

coding may be the single mosteffective type ofcoding available,being superior to size, 

shape,or brightness in identification tasks and significantly reducing search times(Stokes 

& Wickens,1988). The actual choice ofcolors to represent different display elements 

may be based upon the use ofenvironmental color codes,traditional color codes,and 

population stereotypes color codes Environmental color codes refers to color coding 

that,rather than being wholly symbolic,suggests the actual appearance offeatures m the 

environment,i.e., blue represents the sky and brownthe earth. Traditional color codes 

refers to the use ofred,amber,and green codefor danger,caution,and advisory or 

normalinformation,respectively Red,for example,is customarily used forthe velocity 

never exceed(VNE)line on airspeed indicators Figure2is an example ofatraditional 

color coded display. Population stereotypes color codes are more esoteric and have to be 

defined within the user group ofeach population type. An example ofpopulation 

stereotypes is thatred can mean'stop','danger',or'hot' within a given population 

(Stokes& Wickens,1988). 
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Figure 2. Illustration ofColor Coding ofInstrument Displays. 

Source: Sanders M.S.and McComiick,E.J.(1993). Human Factors in Engineering 
anJ Seventh Edition. New York,NY: McGraw-Hill,Inc. pp.146. 

Auditory Capabilities 

The auditory display is used for verbal communication,warnings,system 

messages,and answersto pilot queries(AGARD,1996). Ifthe human visual channel is 

overloaded,there are obvious advantages in allocating some functional tasks to the 

auditory channel. Replacing traditional visual indicators with aural signals such as bells, 

beepers,electronic tones,and voice annunciators reduces the need for visual instrument 

scanning,thereby allowing the pilot to devote more attention to other visual tasks. In 

addition,auditory displays possess a number ofcharacteristics which can make them 

preferable to visual displays even when the human visual channel is notoverburdened 

(Stokes& Wickens,1988). Auditory signals alert the user quickly,irrespective ofhead 

position or eye fixation,and appear to do so faster than visual displays without using 

panel space(AGARD,1996). Auditory displays are less affected by high aircraft load 

factors,anoxia,darkness,bright sunlight,glare,or vibration that may inhibit vision when 



using visual displays. They therefore lend themselves well to the transmission of 

cautions,alerts,and warmngs. 

Vocal Warnings 

Some studies havefound that pilots' responses to audio taped warnings are faster 

than to similar warmngs presented visually In addition,visual displays combined with a 

voice warning provide shorter response timesthan whencombmed with atonal warning 

(Stokes& Wickens,1988). Voice warnings are more flexible than simple sounds, 

becausethey not only alertthe pilotto any existing problem,butcan concurrently 

provide more cues as to its nature and thereby assistthe user in taking immediate 

corrective or responsive action(AGARD,1996). 

Limitations 

Auditory displays do,however,possess certain limitations that need to be 

considered. Overuse ofauditory displays can lead to auditory clutter. Auditory displays 

are,by their nature,intrusive and distracting and may therefore disrupt concentration. 

Pilots sometimes consider speech displays to be noisy,strident,and intrusive. Speech 

displays may also be masked in ambient noise to a greater extentthan a warning tone or 

bell(Stokes&Wickens,1988). The other consideration is the number ofacceptable 

warning sounds Sanders&McCormick(1993)state the maximum number ofsounds 

thatcan be discriminated on arelative basis is 12. Whereas,Wagner(1996)states that 

for absolute signal identification the maximum allowable number oftones isfour 
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Synthesized Speech 

Advancesin synthesized speech technology have given auditory displays 

considerably greater flexibility than was previously possible. Tbey have,for example, 

made it possible to expand caution and warning applications beyond simple alerts to 

include more complex diagnostic information and instructions for corrective action 

(Stokes& Wickens,1988) The use ofspeech is also likely to be more effective m 

conditions ofhigh workload and stress,whenthe meaning ofcoded signals,i.e.,tones 

and bells could be forgotten However,as with the limitations ofother warning tones,a 

program ofpriorities mustbe established,so that only one message,the one ofhighest 

priority,is presented atatime(Hawkins,1987) 

There are a large number ofvariables thatinfluence the intelligibility of 

synthesized speech. These include the method ofspeech generation,i.e.,taped speech, 

digitized speech,or synthesized speech and the similarity to human speech,i.e,speech 

rate,voice pitch,and volume Contextualfactors such as ambient noise level and 

frequency,are important as well as linguistic factors,such as the size and choice ofthe 

vocabulary set. Early taped auditory displays used afemale voice,but studies have found 

thatfemale speech may be less intelligible than male speech in the cockpitenvironment. 

In addition,studies showed the sex ofthe speaker did not contribute significantly either 

to intelligibility or user confidence ratings. Synthesized speech did notneed to sound 

natural at all and thatby its unnaturalness it would be perceived as distinctfrom human 

speech and therefore draw more attention to itself(Stokes& Wiekens,1988). 
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Stereophony 

Stereophony is the ability to localize the direction from which sound waves are 

emanating. Differences in both intensity and phase ofthe sounds are the primary cues 

used by people to determine the direction ofasound source An application ofsound 

localization is being explored for use in the military cockpit called head-coupled auditory 

displays. Specifically,threats, targets, radio commumcations,etc. are heard as ifthey 

originated from their specific locations in three-dimensional(3-D)space by manipulating 

the signal's intensity and phase to each ear. A computer senses and compensatesfor the 

pilot's head position so thatthe sounds are directionally accurate and stabilized in space 

regardless ofthe position ofthe pilot's head. Stereophony should increase the pilot's 

situational awareness(SA) Enhanced audio communication by giving each source a 

different apparent direction should provide a natural method ofcueing where to look 

(Sanders&McCormick,1993). However,when implementing a spatial auditory system, 

the spatial location ofasound may require additional attention capacity ofthe pilot. It is 

human nature to tum the head to the direction from which asudden sound comes,thereby 

distracting the pilot(AGARD,1996) 

Display Basics 

In order to discuss cockpitlayout and display incorporation,it is essential to have 

an understanding ofthe history and evolution ofthe currentinstrument panelT 

configuration ofthe primary flight instruments. This is the basis for mostofthe modem 

day flightinstrument panels,whether the panels use conventional gauges and displays or 
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advanced MFDtechnology. Also,it is necessary to study the nature ofthe visual display 

types available for presentation ofdata and display positioning. 

FliehtInstrumentEvolution 

Historically the flightinstrument panel gets the most attention.. As previously 

mentioned,instrumentation wasadded to instrument panels in a haphazard fashion as 

needed to complete specific tasks or provide additional information for aircraft 

operations. The breakthrough in instrumentation came with the developmentofa usable 

gyroscope,which could be applied to aviation in theform ofan artificial horizon. The 

gyroscope led to the developmentof"blind-flying"or flying without visual references 

defined as instrumentflightrules(IFR)flying today. In 1937,the Royal Air Force(RAF) 

published details ofa standard "blind-flying"panelthat wasinstalled in WWIIRAF 

aircraft(Figure 3 a)). Extensive studies ofvisual scanning patterns later resulted in a 

small changeto this panel to convert it into the basicTlayout asshownin Figure 3 b). 

The basic T layout is configured to allow fast and accurate scanning offour basic 

parameters: airspeed,attitude, altitude,and heading. The priority in the scan is attitude 

(Hawkins,1987). 

VisualDisplay Types 

It is essential to the understanding ofvisual display types to consider how 

information should be displayed and formatted to offer the pilotthe mostautomatic and 

compatible representation ofthe currentand future state ofthe aircraft and its 

environment(Stokes& Wickens,1988). 
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Figure3. ThePre-WarRAF"Standard Blind-Flying Panel"and"BasicTPanel." 

Source: Hawkins,F.H.(1987). Human Factors in Flight. Aldershot,Hants,England: 
Gower Technical Press Ltd. pp.261. 

Static or Dynamic 

Visual displays can be generally categorized into two types: static or dynamic. 

Static displays arc those that present data that is unchanging or thatremain m place for a 

reasonable time,such as placards,signs,and graphs. Dynamic displays are those that 

present datathat changesthrough time,such as altimeters and attitude indicators(Sanders 

&McComuck,1993). 

Quantitative or Qualitative 

Visual displays can also be described by the type ofinformation they present. 

They can be quantitative such as providing a discrete value for altitude or heading. In 

many cases,digital is the besttype quantitative data display,butincreasingly a 

combination ofdigital and analog information is being used. Digital provides greater 

accuracy,butin mostinstances demands moretime to be read and processed. The 
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displays can be qualitative such as reading an approximate value,discerning atrend,rate 

ofchange or change in direction. An example ofa qualitative display would be the 

vertical speed indicator(VSI). In mostcases,analog displays are being used which 

utilize fixed scales with moving pointers A further subsetofa qualitative visual display 

IS those used for"check readings." A"check readings"display determines ifparameters 

are within some"normal"boimds or that several parameters are equal In many cases, 

color coding will have been applied to make the display more readable. An airspeed 

indicator is such an example with color coding for normal(green),caution(yellow),and 

red(danger)indications(Hawkins,1987;Kantowitz& Casper,1988). A further use of 

the"check readings"display is with functional groupings ofsimilar display types such as 

an engine instrument cluster Whenthe instruments are used together m panels,their 

configuration should be such that any deviantreading stands outfrom the others Most 

research points to the normal position onthe displays being aligned with the mne o'clock 

positions(with the twelve o'clock positions being secondary). The advantage ofsuch a 

systematic alignmentis based on"gestalt." "Gestalt"is the humantendency to perceive 

complex configurations as complete entities, with the resultthat any feature that is"at 

odds"with the configuration is readily apparent. Additional research has shownthatthe 

addition ofextended lines between the dials can add to the "gestalt," helping to make any 

deviantreadings stand out more clearly(Sanders&McCormick,1993). An example of 

the check readings"gestalt"configuration is shown m Figure4 
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Figure 4. A PanelofDials Used for Check Readings Utilizing"Gestalt"Principles. 

Source: Sanders M.S.and McCormick,E.J.(1993). Human Factors in Engineering 
Seventh Edition. New York,NY: MeGraw-Hill,Inc. pp. 147. 

Flight Displays 

Flight displays,which are necessarily dynamic,may be described in terms of 

command displays,predictive displays,or situation displays(also called status displays). 

Thecommand display tells the pilot how to control the aircraft,as in a flight director. 

The predictive display provides information conceming how to respond,without 

sacrificing the presentation ofaccurate information aboutthe current state ofthe aircraft. 

The predictive display usually offers the pilot one or more symbols depicting the future 

state ofthe aircraft,inferred from assumptions conceming the pilot's future control 

activity. Predictive displays lack spatial economy and despite their benefit to 

performance,may add display clutter and increase visual workload. A situation display 

provides information on the status ofthe aircraft. Examples include the horizontal 

situation indicator(HSI)and the traditional instrument panel that provides status 

information aboutthe rate ofclimb,altitude,and attitude. The attitude display indicator 



� 

(ADI)wasthe earliestform ofthe situation indicator and raised the issue ofwhether such 

displays should be"inside-out"or"outside-in." An"inside-out" display representation 

reflects whatthe situation would look like from inside the aircraft with a fixed aircraft 

symbol and a moving background. An"outside-in"display representation reflects the 

situation from outside the aircraft with a moving aircraft symbol and a fixed background. 

The"outside-in"type ofsituation display is shown in Figure 5 a). The"inside-out"type 

ofsituation display is shown in Figure 5 b). One drawback to the situation display is that 

extra cognitive computations are often required to translate a knowledge ofthe current 

state ofthe aircraft into a decision as to whatthe appropriate control action should be to 

change that state according to the desired flight path(Hawkins,1987;Stokes& Wickens, 

1988). 

x"" f 
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a)Moving Aircraft(Fixed Horizon) b)Moving Horizon(Fixed Horizon) 
"Outside-In" "Inside-Out" 

Figure 5. Situation Display Types. 

Source; Sanders M.S.and McCormick,E.J.(1993). Human Factors in Engineering 
andDesign,Seventh Edition. New York,NY: McGraw-Hill,Inc. pp.153. 



Navigation Displays 

Navigation displays present aireraft position information upon a map ofthe 

terrain beneath and around the aircraft. In mostcases navigation displays integrate 

information from other instrumentation in the cockpit,such as HSIinformation,cockpit 

display oftraffic information(CDTI)(anew teehnology which is currently being tested 

to present traffic around an aircraft),or possibly even weather information. The 

navigation displays are termed moving map displays,since the aircraft symbolis fixed in 

the center ofthe display and the map moves and rotates as the aircraft maneuvers(an 

"inside-out" display format). The traditional type ofmoving map display is in a plan-

view or atwo-dimensional(2-D)display format. Perspective format displays are 

currently being developed that will utilize artistic techniques to give depth cues. The 

depth cues will include linear perspective,interposition ofobjects,object size,texture 

gradients,shadow patterns,and in some cases,color. With the perspective format 

displays,traffic around the aircraft will appear in 3-D space(Sanders&McCormick, 

1993,Stokes&Wickens,1988). There is also researeh into presenting terrain data on 

navigation and status displays in a perspective format. Figure6 presents both the plan-

view(2-D)display m part a)and a perspective(3-D)display in part b)showing the 

positions ofthree aircraft relative to the pilot's own aircraft. 

Pictorial Displays 

Pictorial or synoptic displays mountthe displays and eontrols for aircraft 

subsystems in a sehematieform with the displays and controls appropriately 
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Figure6. Plan-View and Perspective Display Formats. 

Source: Sanders M.S and McCormick,E.J.(1993). Human Factors in Engineering 
DeJtgn,Seventh Edition. New York,NY* McGraw-Hill,Inc. pp.154. 

placed in the system. A pictonal display may be used for representations ofthe fuel, 

electrical,hydraulic,or pneumatic systems. To be more effective,pictorial displays often 

use aredundantcombination ofcolor coding and textto improve recognition(Hawkins, 

1987). 

Head-Up Displays 

A visual workload problem is imposed by the multi-dial cockpit,in which 

numerous displays,each ofwhich requiresfoveal vision for precise reading,are arrayed 

across a wide panel. Informationfrom one dial cannotbe extracted unlessthe eye fixates 

upon it, which precludes extracting informationfrom other displays Thisforces the pilot 

into a serial mode ofinformation gathering that has beenfound to be detrimental to 

performance and safety under conditions ofstress and high information overload. 
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The answer to a multi-dial cockpithas been to restructure the spatial layoutofthe 

panel displays intwo separate ways. The first approach involves moving nonessential 

and non-critical information to peripheral displays,removing itfrom the foveal vision 

and lowering the information overload. The second approach has been to bring all 

essential information into the foveal field ofview(FOV) The second approach is the 

design premise behind the HUD. 

TheHUD is used as an extension ofthe conventional ADIor artificial horizon 

The ADIinformation is projected onto atransparent screen located on top ofthe 

instrument panel between the pilot and the windscreen or onto the windscreen itselfm the 

pilot's line-of-sight(LOS) In mostcases,it is accompanied by the projection ofrelated 

flightinstrumentinformation in the basic Tflight instrumentlayout or an inverted T 

variation that places the heading information atthe top ofthe display. The intended 

purpose ofsuch a projection is to allow the pilotto take m information from the 

instruments projected onto the HUD withouttaking his eyes offthe outside scene(Stokes 

& Wickens,1988). 

CockpitDisplayDesisn 

As we have already discussed,much ofthe information a human digests is 

received through the visual system Extensive studies have been undertaken to determine 

how humans process visual information and to determine whatfactors aid in the 

perception and comprehension ofthe displayed information. No less importantis the 

positiomng ofdisplays within the cockpit and on the instrument panel. The Federal 

Aviation Administration(FAA)has evaluated the available research and hastaken great 
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strides in the area ofhuman factors to compile and outline essential design parameters 

when deciding on a cockpitlayout Thefollowing are excerpts from the FAA'sHuman 

Factors Design Guide(Wagner,et al, 1996)applicable to display positioning 

Display Grouping 

Whenfunctional grouping is used,the location should be based on order ofuse 

from left-to-right or top-to-bottom or both as necessary. The display groups most 

frequently used and mostimportantshould be m the areas ofeasiest access. In addition, 

ifthere is more than one functional grouping ofdisplays,each display group should be 

delineated by marking the group as with aline marked on the panel or by color coding 

the display group. 

Display Coding 

Visual coding shall be used to facilitate the following, discrimination among 

individual displays,identification offunctionally related displays;indication of 

relationships among displays;and identification ofcritical information within a display. 

Displays can use acombination ofcolor,size,location,shape,or flash coding as 

applicable Ashas been discussed earlier,information can be coded in analog or digital 

formats dependenton its application. Ifan immediate emergency condition arises within 

a display then flashing red shall be used to denote the condition. This can either be the 

information flashing on the display or a master warning or caution light located near the 

top ofthe instrument panelin direct view ofthe pilot 
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Display Location 

Displays should be placed so a pilotcan read them to the degree ofaccuracy 

required without having to assume an uncomfortable,awkward,or unsafe position. A 

display position should be located so it can be read withoutresorting to special 

equipment,i.e.,aflashlight,to see the display A display should be constructed, 

arranged,and mounted to preventinterference from reflections ofillumination sources, 

windows,and other displays. A filter should be incorporated ifnecessary to ensure 

adequate system performance. A display face should be perpendicular to the pilot's LOS 

and no morethan 45 degrees from theLOS ofthe pilot asshown in Figure 7. In addition, 

parallax should be keptto a minimum. As mentioned previously,displays shall be 

arranged in relation to one another according to the sequence ofuse ofthe functional 
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Figure 7. Lines ofSight. 

Source: Wagner,D.,Birt,J A.,Snyder,M.,&Duncanson,J.P.(January 15,1996). 
Human FactorsDesign Guide ForAcquisition ofCommercial-Off-The-Shelf 
Subsystems, Non-DevelopmentalItems, andDevelopmentalSystems. 
DOT/FAA/CT-96/1. Atlantic City International Airport,NJ: FAA Technical 
Center, pp.7-11. 
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relationships ofthe componentsthe displays represent,so thatthey provide the essential 

left-to-right or top-to-bottom information flow within the group. Mostimportantthough 

IS thatthe displays mostfrequently used should be grouped together and situated in the 

optimum visual field asshown in Figure A-7. Within the optimal visual field,the most 

important or critical displays should occupy a privileged position in thatfield or they 

should be highlighted in some manner. 

Viewing Distances 

The maximum viewing distance to a display situated with a control should be no 

more than 25 inchesfrom the eye reference point(also called the design eye point). With 

the exception ofa cathode-ray tube(CRT)display and a colhmated display,i.e,HUD, 

the absolute minimum viewing distance to a display should no less than 13inches from 

the eye reference point and the preferred minimum viewing distance should be at least20 

inches. The mimmum view distance to aCRTfrom the eye reference pointshould be at 

least 10inches. 

Conclusion 

As has been discussed there has been much research and effort into the human 

factors ofcockpit design. The military and civil commercial sectors m aviation have 

reaped the benefits ofthe last century ofcockpit evolution. Unfortunately the GA sector 

has notbeen so fortunate. This thesis will investigate the current state ofGA cockpit 

design and avionics displays integration. Currentand future avionics display 
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technologies will be examined to see how human factors concepts and techniques have 

been used to aid in alleviating cockpitinformation overload and to improve the GA 

pilot's SA. 
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CHAPTER! 

GENERALAVIATION 

Introduction 

Historically GA cockpit design has been the forgotten branch ofthe aviation 

industry. Looking at cockpit developmentin the military and civil commercial sectors, 

there has been an apparentrevolution in display design that hastransformed these 

cockpits into marvels ofmodem technology GA cockpitdesign appeared to progress 

along with the military and civil commercial sectors until aboutthe 1940's and 1950's, 

then most design efforts seemed to taper off. Figure A-3showsthe instrument panel ofa 

1948 Cessna 170 Figure A-4showsthe instmment panel ofa 1990's Cessna 172. 

Comparing the two figures,the number ofdisplays and instrumentation doubles over the 

time span,butreflects none ofthe revolution in automation,computers,or electronic 

displays that has occurred m the military or civil commercial aviation sectors These 

figures ean be compared to Figures A-1 and A-2showing the progression m development 

ofthe military aviation cockpit displaysfrom 1910through 1990 and Figure A-6showing 

the modem civil commercial aviation"glass cockpit"ofthe McDonnell Douglas MD-11. 

Unfortunately,the stagnation in GA cockpit design has proven detrimental when looking 

atthe statistics ofaccident rates as compared to the civil commercial sector. Ritchie 

(1988)usesthe following quote he excerpted from in 1981 to highlight this point: 

The emerging rolefor generalaviation in air transportation is 
accompanied, unfortunately, by an accidentrate considerably higher than 
thatfoundin commercialoperations During instrumentapproaches, 
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generalaviation wasfoundto have,overa two-yearperiod, an accident 
rate 17timesas high as thatofthe carriers A closer review ofthese 
accidentsshows thatalmost90percentare attributed wholly or inpartto 
pilot error Ofthese piloterror accidents, thepreponderance occur during 
single-pilotIFRflight. 

This chapter will briefly look athow GA is defined and some ofthe statistics that 

make up the GA sector The eeonomic side ofGA will then be explored to understand 

the haltin cockpit development. In addition,thetasks necessary to pilot aGA aircraft 

will be discussed in terms ofvisual flight rules(VFR)andIFR flying and the workload, 

information overload,and human error thatcan result Also,SA will be discussed to 

provide a suitable definition and to determine how the design ofa coekpit can contribute 

or detract fi:om overall suceess m maintaimng SA 

General Aviation Defined 

GA is usually defined as all ofaviation exceptthe military, air freight operators, 

and the civil commercial airlines(Zyskowski,1995). Theterm"General Aviation"was 

created in the sixties, when there was significant developments and increases m the 

numbers oflight civilian aircraft Even today,GA has a greatsigmficance when 

compared to other branches m aviation. About90%ofworld wide registered civil 

aircraft belong to the GA seetor(Ardey,1999). 

AircraftStatistics 

Some statistics help emphasize the importance ofGA mthe aviation community. 

There are currently 212,000 GA aircraft in domestic service. They accountfor62%ofall 

flight hours flovm,37%ofall miles flovm,78%ofairport departures,and 17%ofall 

passengers flown in the United States(U.S.)(Ethell, 1994). GA is therefore a large 
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market with many different missions and types ofaircraft In a 1991 calendar year(CY) 

snrvey ofthe GA community,theFAA(1991)found thatthe average annualflighttime 

per aircraft was 149 hours. Additionally,the survey stated that69%ofall operations 

were local flights and 31% were cross-country flights. Approximately87%ofGA flying 

took place during the day. Twenty-five percentofGA hoursflown were under VFR 

flight plans,23%ofthe hoursflown wereflown underIFR flight plans,and the other 

52% were flown under no flight plan at all or whatcould also be considered VFR. 

Almost62%ofthe GA fleet operationsflew in VFR conditions 

AvionicsStatistics 

It IS also importantto consider how GA aircraft are configured. The FAA's 1991 

CY survey(1991)stated that83%ofGA aircraft had two-way very high frequency 

(VHF)communication equipmentand 70%had transponder equipment. Fifty-five 

percent ofthe GA fleet had at least one componentofan instrumentlanding system 

(ILS),such as alocalizer, marker beacon,or glide slope and78%ofthe GA aircraft had 

someform ofnavigation equipment,such as VHF omni-directional range(VOR) 

equipmentor long-range aid for navigation(LORAN)equipment. 

GA Composition 

Unfortunately,the majority ofthe GA fleet currently in service is more than 20 

years old and reflects airframe and powerplanttechnologies that were"state-of-the-art"in 

the 1950s(Phillips, 1998) Ofthese GA aircraft,more than80% are powered by a single 

piston engine,include up to four seats,and have a maximum take-offweightup to 12,500 

pounds(Ardey,1999). 
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GeneralAviation Economics ofDecline 

U.S.factories produced almost 18,000 GA aircraft in 1978. By 1993,the number 

ofGA aircraft produced had declined95%to 954(Ethell, 1994). Much ofthe drop in 

aircraft production can be attributed to several key economic considerations. First,as the 

GA aircraft population increased,so did the accident rate. Even withFAA imposed 

safety rules and regulations on aircraft manufacturers,many victims ofaircraft accidents 

sued the aircraft manufacturers with liability claims. This in turn raised the 

manufacturers'insurance costs that were passed onto the GA aircraft purchasers thus 

inflating the total aircraft cost by30%. Second,increased aircraft costs were then passed 

on to fixed base operator(FBO)flight instruction schools who in turn raised flight 

instruction rates and operational rates for renting aircraft Essentially,the GA aircraft 

became more expensive forcing the recreational aviation user right out ofthe market 

(Zyskowski,1995) Although product liability played a major role m the decline m the 

numbers ofGA aircraft,it was notthe only factor. The steady increase in the price of 

aviation fuelfrom alow of50 cents a gallon in the 50's and 60's to ahigh oftwo dollars 

a gallon in the late 70's and early 80's also contributed to the increasing and costly 

expenses attributable to GA and aided its decline. 

General Aviation CockpitStagnation 

Costhas been the primary factor m the slow growth ofthe GA cockpit. 

Generally,manyGA pilots and owners are quite limited m the amountofmoney they 

have available for aviation(Ritchie,1988). With the costofavionics being up to 10%of 

the costofaGA aircraft,it is understandable why manufacturers would wish to keep 
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costs down by using proven,albeit antiquated,avionics. The use ofolder avionics will 

notpass onthe costs ofnew avionics developmentcombined with the increased 

insurance costto the GA consumer(Ardey,1999). TheFAA is reluctantto impose 

display upgrade requirements which are costly and is additionally careful to restrict their 

requirements to those which are required for srfe GA aircraft operations(Ritchie, 1988). 

TheCRT is the primary technology upon which the military and civil commercial 

aviation sectors have based new cockpit display designs. Itis a mature and relatively 

economicaltechnology for their purposes and when first introduced thirty years ago 

allowed the integration ofdisplays,more effective use ofpanel space,and greater 

flexibility Eventhough CRTshave advanced in terms ofbrightness and resolution,they 

are still heavy,large in terms ofdimension and bulk,and have very high power 

requirements(Hawkins,1987). In 1994,the used GA aircraft marketsize was40,000 

sales per year with an average costof$70,000 per aircraft(Ethell, 1994). Unfortunately 

for GA aircraft purposes,one has to spend as much for aCRTand the peripheral 

equipmentused for a display in the Airbus A340asfor a used Cessna 172 In light ofthe 

costs ofaviation grade CRTsand the fact thatthey are too large and heavy to be installed 

in mostGA aircraft,it is understandable why displays in GA aircraft have been slow to 

evolve(Ardey,1999). 

GeneralAviation Tasks 

The majority ofGA pilots are notfull-time professional pilots. Flying is a 

secondary activity used primarily for recreational purposes. With only 149 average flight 

hours per aircraft m 1991,it is understandable why achieving and maintaining adequate 
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flying skills and adequately functioning equipment are continual problems for alarge 

number ofGA pilots and owners(Ritchie,1988) Thetasks all GA pilots have to learn 

can be broken down into several distinct categories: piloting the aircraft or aviating, 

managing the aircraft and its equipment,navigating the aircraft,preflight planning for a 

flight,and conducting the flightin accordance with currentATCrequirements and 

guidelines. Communicating with outside agencies during the flightcan be seen as a 

subsetofflight conduct. Flying can be broken down into two basic categories,each of 

which is ruled by its own setofguidelines: VFR and IFR. 

VisualFlishtRules 

As was discussed previously,in 1991,approximately87%ofGA flying took 

place during the day,25%ofthe hours flown were under VFRflight plans and52%of 

the hours flown were under no flight plan at all or whatcould also be considered VFR. 

In addition,62%ofthe GA aircraft operations were flownin VFR conditions. VFR 

flying involves the most basic ofprimary flighttasks: get an ancraftinto the air,climb to 

an altitude,turn to any direction,maintain a direction,descend,and make asafe landing 

(Ritchie,1988). These tasks are all conducted while looking outthe windscreen to 

maintain proper aircraft orientation and scanning for other aircraft traffic and obstacles. 

Minimal time should be spentlooking into the cockpit at displays and interpreting the 

information presented. Unfortunately the greatnumber ofcockpit displays,in many 

cases haphazard positioning,poor readability,and complexity haveforced the pilot into 

long periods ofhead-down flying,interpreting the information thatis being presented. 

For VFR flight,these conditions become detrimental to aircraft and pilot safety(Ardey, 
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1999) The workload in VFRflight is not always high,but as information overload 

increases,so will overall stress levels and the workload will be adversely impacted. 

InstrumentFliehtRules 

The basic tasksforIFR flightremain the same asfor VFRflight. However,now 

the aircraft is operated without visual reference to the ground and in many cases single-

pilot. In mostinstances,IFR is conducted in foul weather or at night and entirely head-

down in the cockpitexcept during the takeoffand landing phases. Much greater 

precision in aircraft control is expected to comply with the strict rules the ATCrequires 

on anIFR flight. With the instruments currently available,and current navigation and 

ATC procedures,it takes considerable time to learn to fly by these instruments and the 

skills may be subjectto decay when not practiced(Ritchie, 1988). These higher 

expectations additionally increases the workload and stress levels imposed on the GA 

pilot A quote from Ritchie(1988)sumsupIFR flight best: 

Single-pilotinstrumentflight,particularly withoutan autopilot, is aboutas 
difficult asany kind offlying that exists Thepilot mustfly the airplane, 
handle allcommunications, including numerousfrequency changes, 
navigate withprecision, using the many necessary charts, comply with all 
ATCprocedures, andperiodically monitor theperformance offueland 
electricalsystems In an aircraft which mightcruise at170andapproach 
at120 knots, much can happen while thepilot is dealing with one ofhis 
many tasks 

General Aviation Situational Awareness 

The pilot has an array ofinformation displayed through the windscreen and 

windows,through visual displays ofthe instrument panel,the sounds ofthe ancraft,a 

headset or speaker system,the aircraft's motion,and the feel ofthe controls. Information 
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jfrom all these sourees is organized by information stored in the pilot's long-term 

memory,whieh represents his flying skill. This stored information provides the rules 

which ofthe many information sources is to be noticed and the significance oftheir use at 

each moment The complexity ofthe flying information presented should be addressed 

and the solution should he m the adequate structuring ofthe information to be processed 

and for similarly structurmg its display for optimum use. There is much more 

information on the display side ofthe pilot's tasks than onthe control side Once a pilot 

has determined whatthe situation is at a particular moment,there is alimited set ofthings 

thatcan be done about it. However,there may be a large number ofalternatives involved 

while determiningjust whatthe situation is(Ritchie,1988). The pilot and the aircraft can 

be regarded as a unit. The unit is expected to fulfill its flight mission effectively and to 

ensure thatthe specific mission flighttasks are completed safely with an acceptable level 

ofperformance. Thus,a sufficient level ofSA is a prerequisite for the pilot to operate 

effectively(AGARD,1996) Theimpetusthen is to design displays to maximize the SA 

ofthe GA pilot as to the performance and operation ofhis aircraft. 

SituationalAwarenessDefined 

There are many definitions for SA AGARD(1996)provides the following two 

definitions' 

Theperception ofthe elements in the enviroment within a volume oftime 
andspace, the comprehension oftheir meaning,and theprojection oftheir 
status in the nearfuture or Knowing what'sgoing onso thatyou can 
figure out whatto do 

SA can be further defined aslooking atthe specific tasks that need to be 

accomplished to achieve the total or globalSA picture ofhow the aircraft is operating 
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SituationalAwareness Tasks 

The GA pilot needs to first and foremost have the awareness ofhowthe aircraft is 

operating and determine whether all subsystems on board the aircraft are functiomng 

normally. In addition,the pilot should be able to monitor basic flight parameters,i e., 

straight and level,climbing or descending,or in atum. Both ofthese tasks come under 

the term ownship SA The nexttype is positional SA. Knowing the aircraft's position at 

any given time as it relates to navigational aids(NAVAID),special use airspace(SUA), 

airports,and route offlight Also,positional SA implies knowing the aircraft's position 

in relation to weather across the flight path,traffic information in relation to the aircraft's 

position at each given moment,and terrain and obstacle clearance information(Avidyne, 

1999). Communication awareness is knowing who to commumcate with and doing it 

following proper procedures,the process ofknowing the frequencies ofradio and 

navigation aid equipmentfor the area the aircraft is usmg,and keeping the systems 

updated along the route offlight. During any given flight,the GA pilotfinds that many 

ofthese tasks are usually interrelated. When the entire mental picture ofhow the aircraft 

IS operating and how the flight profile is progressing is known,then the GA pilot has 

achieved complete SA 

Conclusion 

As was discussed,the large numbersofGA pilots and aircraft are a considerable 

portion ofthe aviation population in the U.S. With the amountofGA aircraft hours 

flown annually and the numbers ofGA aircraftflown,it is easy to understand why GA 

has such a major economic impacton the aviation community With the passing ofthe 
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General Aviation Revitalization Actof1994,limiting aircraft manufacturer liability to 18 

years after the sale ofan aircraft,the aviation industry has been able to allocate sufficient 

fundsto begin the process ofreform in GA aircraft and cockpit design(Zyskowski, 

1995). Two other factors have spurred the growth ofnew systems and display designs 

for the GA cockpit. First,the increasing performance capabilities ofmicroprocessor 

technologies,with a continuing decreasing price tag,have solved the processing needs 

required for mostintegrated display designs. In addition with the developmentofnew 

display technologies,such as active matrix liquid crystal displays(AMLCD)and gas 

plasma discharge displays,the MFD is now a possibility in the GA cockpit. These 

factors together have made the"glass cockpit"possible for the GA aircraft. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE"GLASSCOCKPIT"IN GENERALAVIATION 

Introduction 

In the lastfew years,there has been arevolution m GA aircraft cockpit design 

possibilities An abundance ofeconomical,low cost,highly powerful microprocessors 

has resolved mostofthe graphics processing impediments for efficient display 

fimctionality. AMLCD panels have become more economical and their color,brightness, 

and resolution levels are advanced enough to be used m direct sunlight. They are 

lightweight,havelow power consumption levels,and have reduced panel depth 

requirements(m mostcases on the order oftwo to three inchesfrom frontto back ofthe 

display) GA manufacturers are now designing a variety ofhighly configurable MFDs 

that have the potential to augmentthe GA pilot's SA ofhis aircraft and his flight 

environment These MFDsincorporate many ofthe cueing techniques that were 

discovered through human factors research and were described m the previous chapters 

ofthis thesis. The"glass cockpit"is now areality for GA aircraft. In addition,many of 

these manufacturers are designing systems to integrate multiple functions into one control 

source,i.e,the MFD and its controller. Thisfusion ofdata into one source or"data 

fusion"hasthe advantages ofreducing cockpit clutter and allowing for redundancy to be 

designed into cockpit panels. These advances in technology have removed the obstacles 

that hindered bringing the capabilities ofthe military and civil commercial aircraft 

cockpits into the GA sector 
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This chapter will look atthe advancesin GA display design and how human 

factors techniques haveimproved their usability forSA in the cockpit. Representative 

MFD systems for replacing the standard dial^d gauge primary flight instruments, 

navigation and communication displays,and engmeinstrument displays in GA aircraft 

will be discussed and examined for their suitability to relieve cockpit clutter and improve 

information presentation to the GA pilot. 

Primary FlightInstrumentDisplays 

As was discussed,the mostefficient instrumentlayoutforthe fast and accurate 

scan ofthe primary flight instruments ofaircraft airspeed,attitude,altitude,and heading 

IS the basic Tlayoutshownin Figure 3 b). A variation that is used is the inverted T 

layoutthat places the heading indicator strip atthe top ofthe layout or display. The GA 

aircraft cockpit adapted to the basic Tlayout when it wasintroduced,butuntil now has 

nothad the capability to integrate the instruments into one display,appropriately named 

thePFD. 

Primary FlishtDisplay 

ThePFD has been used in the military and civil commercial sector for many years 

with great success Figure A-8 showsthe EFIS-1000PFD from Sierra Flight Systems. 

The EFIS-1000PFD is projected on a microprocessor-controlled,fiill-color configurable 

AMLCD MFD(the MFD is configurable in thateither aPFD,moving map or engine 

instrument cluster format may be displayed). AsFigure A-8 shows,the EFIS-1000PFD 

utilizes the inverted T primary flightinstrumentlayoutfor flightinstrument scanning. 

ThePFD format utilizes environmental color coding ofblue for sky and a brown-orange 
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color for terrain depiction. ThePFD utilizes quantitative digital readings for precision in 

airspeed and altitude control and moving pointers along the airspeed,altitude, VSI,and 

angle-of-attack(AOA)vertical scales to depict rates ofchange for qualitative 

assessments. ThePFD also utilizes traditional color coding along the vertical airspeed 

strip to presenta quick qualitative assessmentofwhether the aircraft is too slow or too 

fast based onthe aircraft orientation and configuration The altitude is presented with a 

traditional color coded vertical scale that provides a qualitative prediction as to whether 

terrain clearance will occur based on the U.S.Geological Survey(USGS)database of 

terrain elevation data stored within the microprocessor's memory TheUSGS database 

allows the microprocessor to depict real-time 3-D modeling ofthe terrain for pilotSA as 

the aircraft maneuvers The EFIS-1000PFD is a predictive display Based on the current 

aircraft flight parameters,thePFD will display a predicted flight path marker showing the 

aircraft's position projected sometime into the future,ifnone ofthe aircraft's parameters 

are changed. In addition,the EFIS-1000PFD incorporates color coded AOA and VSI 

vertical tapes for qualitative readings. IfthePFD becomestoo crowded for a particular 

phase offlight,the display may be selectively decluttered to remove unwanted 

information ThePFD used m this discussion has been designed making extensive use of 

human factors techmques. 

Navigation Displays 

Navigation displays have seen the greatest advances in display technologies ofall 

displays m the aircraft. These advances in the navigation displays havethe potential to 

provide the GA pilot with increased levels ofSA. A look at navigation displays first 
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requires areview ofthe backgroimd oftheir development. This will befollowed by an 

analysis ofarepresentative system available to the GA pilot. 

Navisation DisplayBackeround 

The first navigation displays were a handheld chartthe pilot referenced as he flew 

while reading heading offofa magneticcompass. The developmentofthe stabilized 

compass card ofthe directional gyro(DO)alleviated problems with precession and 

instability that affected the magnetic compass. MoreNAVAIDssoon followed. 

Automatic Direction Finding Equipment 

In order to gain moreSA and allow the pilotto have greater positional awareness, 

automatic direction finding(ADF)eqiupment was developed that allowed the pilotto 

tune the ADFto radio station frequencies and non-directional beacons(NDB). The 

network ofNDBswas created to layout preferred flight routes throughoutthe U.S.for 

airline travel. Whenthe pilottuned m one ofthese potential navigation sources,a needle 

on aradio magnetic indicator(RMI)display would swing toward the relative bearing and 

pointto the heading ofthe station. With the RMIas a display,the ADF provided 

navigational headings accurate to approximately±30 degrees 

Very High Frequency Omni-Directional Range and Distance Measuring Equipment 

Navigation display evolution continued with the introduction ofthe VOR. After 

tuning to the frequency ofaVOR ground station,the pilot could read a more accurate 

heading offofan additional RMImthe cockpit,withoutthe needle swings as wasevident 

with the reception ofADF signals. The introduction ofdistance measuring equipment 
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(DME)displays then gave the pilot a cockpitreadoutofdistance in nautical miles to a 

DMEground station. In most cases,theDMEground stations were collocated with VOR 

ground stations,giving the pilot the direction and distance to navigation aids as a route 

wasflown. Initially,the RMIreadoutfrom atuned VOR and theDMEreadout were on 

separate displays. The introduction ofthe bearing distance heading indicator(BDHI) 

allowed simultaneous readouts ofbearing and distance to tuned VOR and DMEstations. 

This wasthe first indication ofnavigation equipment"datafusion"beginning in the 

cockpit. 

Horizontal Situation Indicator 

The HSI wasthe next step in integrating information and"datafusion"for the 

pilot. The HSIwasthe evolution ofaBDHIcombining the compass card ofaDG with 

an RMIneedle and aDMEreadout. The pilotnow had a combined scan ofaircraft 

heading and distance and bearing to aNAVAID ground station m one glance atthe HSI. 

Instrument Landing System Capabilities 

Shortly after the introduction ofthe VOR,localizers(LOG)were created to 

provide more precise heading indications as pilots made approaches to airports The 

LOG provided a broadcast beam that provided a horizontal corridor for the pilot to fly 

down during an approach. The corridor became narrower the closer the pilotflew to the 

airport. A course deviation indicator(GDI)provided a vertical needle thatshowed 

deviation indications to the pilot ifthe aircraft was left or right ofcourse line The next 

integration effort wasto add glide slope(GS)information m theform ofa horizontal 

needle that provided altitude deviations up or downfrom a broadcast beam The GS 
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provided a vertical corridor for the pilotto fly in decreasing altitude during an approach. 

Again,the vertical corridor became narrowerthe closer the pilotflew to the airport. 

Hearing the words"on course and glide slope"meantthe pilot was in the center ofthe 

horizontal and vertical corridors and wasflying a precise approach that would allow the 

aircraftto land atthe landing threshold ofthe runway. 

The integration ofthe LOC and GS broadcastequipmentcreated theILS and its 

approach corridor. Asan added aid to give the pilotfurther SA during anILS orLOC 

approach,asystem ofmarker beacon transmitters was set up along the approach corridor 

Asthe aircraft proceeded down the corridor and the aircraftflew overthe marker beacon 

stations,a receiver would illuminate lights on the instrument panel("O"for outer marker, 

"M"for middle marker,and"I"for inner marker)to give the pilot an indication of 

position within and along the approach corridor Further integration to the HSI"data 

fusion"added the GDI,LOC,and GS needles and the O,M,and I marker beacon lights 

forILS approaches. 

Long Range Aid to Navigation 

TheLORAN chain ofbroadcast stations was created outofthe necessity to know 

precise position while navigating at sea LORAN wasinitially created by the U.S.Coast 

Guard for precise nautical navigation,but it was adapted for aviation use once the utility 

ofthe system was discovered and the developmentofhigh speed mimature computers 

allowed the LORAN receivers to shrink m size and weight. TheLORAN receiver m the 

aircraft would receive broadcastsfrom three ground stations and provide a calculation of 

triangulated position m horizontal 2-D space TheLORAN display would then give a 
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readoutoflatitude or longitude for correlation to a chart. Later,LORAN models allowed 

the pilotto enter waypoint(latitude and longitude ofknown objects or positions) 

information and the system could provide range and bearing information to the entered 

waypoints from the current aircraft position. 

Global Positioning System 

TheU S military drove the mostrecent developmentin navigational systems. 

The military,in its need for precise 3-D positioning information for world wide aircraft 

and ship operations,designed and launched a constellation oforbiting satellites. Global 

positioning system(GPS)allows any user with an appropriate receiver and the signals 

from four satellites to know their precise position in latitude,longitude,and altitude 

DisplayImprovements 

Imtial displays ofLORAN and GPS systems provided a simple digital readoutof 

aircraft position in latitude and longitude(LORAN and GPS)and altitude(GPS) Once 

the capabilities ofmicroprocessors and AMCLDsincreased and their prices dropped, 

avionics manufacturers added additional capabilities to theLORAN and GPS systems. 

One ofthe first capabilities was the addition ofa waypoint database containing airports, 

NAVAIDs,air route intersections,and approach fixes A fiirther addition added the 

capability to store pilot defined waypoints and to create flight plans by combining 

sequences ofdataitems from the database. Utilizing these points in the database,a2-D 

depiction ofthe aircraft's position and flight plan m relation to these points wassoon 

added to system displays creating the first moving maps. Generally,mostavionics 

manufacturers used an"mside-out"format Whenthe coordinates ofFAA airspace and 
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SUA were added to the database,rudimentary line drawings were able to be depicted 

showing airspace boimdaries. Further additions to the databases gave the capability to 

depict airfield diagrams and approach diagrams similar to those drawn on handheld 

approach plates along with the appropriate communication andNAVAID frequencies. 

The inclusion ofterrain databases containing 2-D depictions ofcultural features such as 

cities,highways,railroads,rivers,lakes,and coastlines and in some cases state 

boundaries wassoon added to many systems. The latest database improvementincluded 

USGSterrain elevation data depicted in 3-D perspective display types. 

Display sizes were initially small,typically two to three inches across, 

monochrome in color,and cluttered with information. The adventofcolor displays 

allowed the color coding for the categorization and highlighting ofrelevantinformation 

whether it was airspace delineation,cultural features,flight plan routing,or airfield and 

NAVAID locations. The mostrecentofthese full-color navigation displays are five 

inches or more in size and provide afundamentalincrease in SA forthe GA pilot. 

TheModern Day GeneralAviation Navieation System 

The modem day GA navigation system will be an integrated system with a 

combination ofa moving map display and a versatile HSItype display or will integrate 

these features into one device. First,a"state-of-the-art" moving map system vdll be 

discussed. Second,an electronic HSI(EHSI)system incorporating moving map display 

features will be explored. 
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"State-of-the-Art"Moving Map 

Figure A-9showsthe Garmin GNS530 moving map navigation and 

communication display system. In the author's opinion,this system is the epitome ofan 

integrated navigation system designed for GA use. The GNS530incorporates a five-

inch full-color AMLCD display and a microprocessor-controlled waypomtdatabase with 

each ofthe database improvements mentioned earlier,except3-D terrain modeling. It 

integrates GPS,VOR,LOG,GS,and marker beacon receivers into one umtand 

additionally adds acommunication receiver Each integrated system,which originally 

had separate displays onthe cockpitinstrument panel,are now combined into this one 

unit. The GNS530provides an"inside-out" moving maptype display for displaying 

GPS navigation data,but still requires an interface with an HSIor EFIS to display VOR, 

LOG,GS,and marker beacon information. The moving map can display a centrally or 

bottom centered aircraft symbol and aflight plan line drawing m relation to airports, 

NAVAIDs,airspace,SUA,electrical discharge symbology,weather depictions,and 

traffic GDTIor traffic alert and collision avoidance system(TGAS)information The 

GNS530 uses a hierarchical system for selecting receiver system modes and display 

functionality. In addition,the residentsoftware gives the pilotthe capability to configure 

the system to display only the desired portions ofinformation for each phase offlight. 

The software also incorporates multiple declutter modesto remove information as the 

pilot becomes task and information saturated. Thistype ofsystem integration lends itself 

to the redesign ofa cockpitinstrument panel removing display and instrumentation 

clutter. 
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Electronic FlightInstrumentation System 

Figure A-10shows six operating modes ofthe Sandel SN3308 EFIS. The 

SN3308 is a three-inch full-color EFIS that accepts inputsfrom GPS,VOR,LOG,GS, 

LORAN,ADF,DME,and marker beacon receivers. The EFIS utilizes the inputfrom a 

GPS receiver as the primary navigation source with bearmg and distance readoutto the 

next selected waypoint. It incorporates two RMIneedles,each ofwhich can display a 

qualitative bearmg to a distinct navigation receiver. Additionally,a quantitative reading 

ofbearmg and distance(ifaDMEreceiver is selected)to each ofthe seleeted navigation 

receivers can be displayed ForILS approaches,the SN3308 has selectableLOG and GS 

needles asshown m Figure A-10a) The"mside-out"moving map display utilizes an 

internally stored waypoint database or a waypoint database supplied viainputfrom an 

external souree(possibly a Garmm GNS 530). The internal waypoint database includes 

all the database features discussed previously exceptthe 2-D and 3-D terrain databases. 

The moving map supenmposes aflight plan and aireraftsymbology in relation to airports 

and airport diagrams,NAVAIDs,airspace,SUA,and electrical discharge symbology. 

The moving map will utilize a360 degree compassrose,shown m Figure A-IO e)with 

flight route,airspace,and airports depicted and Figure A-10 e)with an airport diagram 

depicted Also,a90 degree arc compassrose,shown m Figure A-10 b)with flight route, 

airspace,NAVAIDs,and airports depicted.Figure A-10d)with flight route and electrieal 

discharge symbology depleted,and Figure A-10f)with instrument approach course lines 

depicted,may be seleeted. Both RMIbearing needles may be selected to individual 

navigation receivers in either eompass rose mode. The SN3308 software incorporates 

pilot definable declutter modesfor removing unwanted information for speeific phases of 
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flight preventing pilot saturation. In addition,the system provides visual alerts to the 

pilot ifnavigation receiver inputs become unusable or unreliable. 

EngineInstrumentDisplays 

One ofthe first human factors improvementsto engine instrument displays was 

the use oftraditional color coding for an"all needles are in the green,"check readmgs 

assessmentofengine parameters,shown in Figure 2,rather than interpreting each needle 

reading Atthe same time,engine instrument displays were clustered m functional 

groupings allowing the pilotto make a quick scan ofthe group to ensure that all needles 

were m concurrence or pointed m the same direction asshown m the"gestalt" cluster of 

Figure 4. This clustering ofengine instrument displays prevented the pilot spending an 

inordinate amountoftime scanning all over the instrument panelto find each ofthe 

isolated engine instrument displays Engine instrument displays then incorporated 

combination gauges that allowed a qualitative assessmentofengine instrumentreadmgs 

(check readmgs or"mthe green")and a quantitative digital reading for precise setting of 

RPM,manifold pressure,orfuel flow,etc,depending on the desired flight profile,i.e, 

75% cruise,bestrange,or best endurance. Mostofthe new engine instrument displays 

incorporate many,ifnot all,ofthese features Somenewer designs incorporate human 

factors research m unique ways. One engine instrument display color codesthe outer 

ring and the inner background ofeach dial according to operating ranges ofnormal, 

caution,or danger. For example,ifthe RPM is within normal parameters,then the entire 

inside ofthe RPM arc is green,ifthe RPM gets too high,then the inside ofthe arc turns 
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amber,and ifan overspeed ofRPM occurs,then the inside ofthe arc is red. One engine 

instrument display system will now be discussed. 

EngineInstrumentation and Caution AdvisorySystem 

Figure A-11 show the Vision Micro Systems VMIOOO and EClOO EICAS. The 

VMIOOO Engine ManagementInstrumentation System portion ofthe EICAS,shownin 

Figure A-11 b),is a microprocessor-controlled AMLCD that integrates all engme 

instruments into a cluster on one display panel Each ofthe engine instruments is 

traditionally color coded for a quick check readings assessmentofengme operation. 

Eachengmeinstrument provides both a graphical qualitative view and a digital 

quantitative readoutofengine parameters The system incorporates atrackmg system 

that when initiated will momtor all engine parameters and determine ifany readings 

deviate from the initial readings when the mode was set The VMIOOO system will 

visually alertthe pilot ifany engine readings deviate whenin the trackmg mode or for 

low or high readings. In conjunction with the EClOO Electronic Checklist and 

Cautionary Systems'alphanumeric display,shown in Figure A-11 a),any engme 

readings that deviate from set parameters will be visually displayed m alphanumericform 

stating the parameter and its deviantreading. An aural warning tone will also sound in 

the headsetto cuethe pilotto scan the engme instrument display. The EClOO can operate 

as a backup display in the eventthe VMIOOO fails. All engine instrument parameters can 

be selected on the EClOO for aline by line review. 
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Future Display Capabilities 

As was discussed,the improvements in microprocessor and AMLCD technologies 

spurred the developmentofdisplays that enhance information presentation to the GA 

pilot. The GA pilot currently hasachoice ofdisplay system technologies thatcan 

enhancethe pilot's ability to monitorthe aircraft's performance and the flight 

progression. This section will identify and discuss additional extant and developmental 

technologies that will further aid the GA pilot in overall SA ofthe aircraft and its flight 

environment. 

Head-UpDisplay 

AHUD provides the pilot,while looking outside through the display,with all the 

essential flightinformation necessary to fly the aircraft,even in instrument 

meteorological conditions(IMC). Consequently,the pilot can focus on flying the aircraft 

while simultaneously searching for other traffic,scanning for airfields in poor weather,or 

transitionmg from instrumentto visual flightfor an approach and landing(Trang,1997) 

TheHUD projects flight information on a nearly transparentscreen,called a 

combiner,positioned between the pilot and the aircraft windscreen asshown in Figure 8. 

The combiner reflects the projected flight information for viewing by the pilot while 

collimating the data at optical infinity. The displayed information conformally overlays 

the real world from the pilot's vantage point and appears from the same distance as the 

real world,optical infmity. Focusing the displayed image at infinity or collimating the 

CRTimage has three distinct advantages 
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Figure8. Head-Up Display Components. 

Source: Design News(March 25,1991). "Head-Up Display Enters Realm ofGeneral 
Aviation." Design News-EngineeringNewsSection Vol 47,No.6. Newton, 
MA: Cahners Publishing Co. pp.26. 

First,a display collimated at infinity eliminates the need for the pilotto change his eye 

foeus when viewing either the real world ortheHUD symbology asshown in Figure 9. 

Second,the position oftheHUD symbology relative to the real world does notchange 

with head or eye movement Hence,any parallax between real world object,e g.,the 

horizon,and the projected HUDsymbology is eliminated. Third,no eye adaptation is 

necessary beeause ofambientlight level variations between the real world and head 

down displays,thereby improving reaction times(Kyle,1985). Ifimplemented correctly, 

the HUD allows the pilot to maintain SA on the aircraft's flight parameters as well as 

maintain a visual seanfor other aircraft traffic. This is essential during the landing and 

takeoffphases offlightin the busy environmentofthe airporttraffic area. SeveralHUD 

systems are eurrently in developmentfor GA aireraft. 
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Figure9. Head-Up Display Symbology. 

Source: Anderson,M.W.(1996,May-June). "Flight Test Certification ofMultipurpose 
Head-Up Display for General Aviation Aircraft." JournalofAircraft Vol.33, 
No.3. New York,NY: AIAA,Inc. pp.535. 

CockpitDisplay ofTrafficInformation 

The CDTIsystem allows GA pilots to see the positions ofother aircraft and to 

broadcasttheir position to those other aircraft. Utilizing GPS position data,aGA aircraft 

can broadcastits position through a modeS transponder in an automatic dependent 

surveillance-broadcast(ADS-B)mode and receive equivalent GPS position information 

from other aircraftthrough the use ofa 1090-MHzreceiver. The modeStransponder and 

ADS-B modes are used m the civil commercial aircraft sectorfor the TCAS system 

Oncereceived,the position information ofother aircraft is presented to the pilot on a 

navigation system MFD(similar to Garmm'sGNS 530). Like TCAS,the CDTIMFD 

showsthe pilot's aircraftin the center ofthe display and traffic aircraft as white 
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diamonds or yellow circles arrayed in true position around the pilot's aircraft. A positive 

or negative two-digit number will be shown nextto the traffic aircraftthat indicates the 

traffic's altitude relative to the pilot's aircraft m hundreds offeet. The systems have 

configurable range scales for shorter or longer range detections ofother aircraft 

(McKenna,1996). CDTI gives the GA pilot a quick assessmentoftraffic around his 

aircraft affording him improved SA during aflight whether it is while flying on a 

congested airway or in the airport environment. 

Aviation WeatherInside the Cockpit 

In the past,mostGA pilots have until now had very limited possibilities for 

weather detection or weather updates in flight. Weather radar was one possibility for GA 

aircraft, but notoriously radar systems were prohibitively expensive and heavy for most 

ofthe recreational GA aircraft fleet. 

Mostcurrentradar systems give the pilota choice ofselectable range scales and 

use color CRTtechnology or color AMLCDs(AMLCD usage is now making radar 

systems more affordable). However,radar systems only depict areas ofprecipitation 

color coded for intensity level and are subjectto attenuation effects that distort airborne 

weather radar returns(Home,2000). A radar display does not depict electrical discharge 

activity from lightning within thunderstorm cells The other weather altemative is 

hghtmng detection equipmentthatcan portray thunderstorm electrical discharge activity 

m the vicinity ofthe pilot's aircraft. Mostofthese lightmng detection systems utilize 

monochrome AMLCDs with selectable range scales They depictlightning as clusters of 

pluses or minuses or lightning boltzigzag symbols. The density ofthe symbol clusters is 
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dependentonthe intensity ofelectrical discharges. However,lightning detection 

equipmentdoes not depict areas ofprecipitation in the vicinity. The introduction of 

microprocessor-controlled AMLCDsto the GA aircraft cockpitin theform ofMFDsnow 

allowsthefusion ofthesetwo technologies A weather depiction display in the GA 

cockpitshows color coded regions ofprecipitation intensity with an overlay ofsymbols 

depicting electrical discharge activity within the precipitation areas This system greatly 

increases the SA ofthe pilot 

An even greater aid to weatherSA for the pilot would be the ability to see real 

time weather depictions in and around the aircraft's route offlight New technologies 

that will allow the GA pilotto receive periodic or requested weather broadcastsfrom 

satellite or ground stations are m development Using a cockpit based receiver,the pilot 

will be able to upload and view weather depiction charts,satellite imagery,graphical 

depiction ofweather warnings,and alphanumeric text based forecasts for enroute and 

destination airports. The system will require a chain ofbroadcast stations throughoutthe 

U S.,aircraft based receivers,and compatible cockpit displays(Home,2000). Many of 

the newer navigation system MFDsbased on AMLCD technology have these inherent 

capabilities. Both Garmm'sGNS 530 and Sandel's SN3308 navigation displays, 

discussed previously,have inputs for lightning detection receiver data and the GNS530 

is capable offurther graphical weather inputs. The aircraft willjustrequire weather 

receivers. 

The weather broadcastsystem is m work and the National Aeronautics and Space 

Administration(NASA)is leading a development effortfor Aviation Weather 

Information(AWIN)systems. The AWIN system is an attemptto produce alow-cost 
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weather depiction and broadcastsystem for GA cockpits capable ofissuing automatic 

weather reportsfrom the aircraft back to the ground stations for areal time assessmentof 

flight conditions m various areas(Goyer,1998). An example ofa potential cockpit 

weather depiction from an AWIN system display is shown in Figure A-12. In Figure A-

12,note the shaded areas ofradar returns showing different intensities ofprecipitation 

overlaid on airspace boimdanes(left),the weather depiction charts(lower right),and the 

airportforecast(upper right). 

Conclusion 

New display technologies have revolutionized the GA pilot's cockpit. A GA pilot 

and aircraft owner can remove the instrumentation clutter and display mteipretation 

issues many GA aircraft cockpits experience. The understanding ofthe human sensory 

processing systems and the implementation ofhuman factors techmques are prevalentin 

the"datafusion"and information integration now available in developing flight 

instrument,navigation,and engine instrumentsystem displays In addition,the GA pilot 

will soon have resources available that will integrate into the cockpitand allow 

unprecedented levels ofSA aboutthe aircraft and its operating environment. 
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CHAPTER4 

THEFUTUREGENERALAVIATION AIRCRAFT COCKPIT 

Introduction 

Further display enhancements and SA innovations are m developmentand will 

soon become available for the GA aircraft sector. The goal ofany new avionics and 

display development program should be methodsto decrease the information load on the 

GA pilot. Limiting the number ofdisplays a pilot has to review during aflight is a start. 

Developing methodsto pre-process information before presentation to the pilot will also 

help SA This will minimize the amountofinterpretation and processing time necessary 

to understand the data presented. Additionally,developmentshould focus on display 

formatand design elements within the contextofhuman perceptual limitations. This 

chapter will explore the capabilities that should soon exist m the GA cockpit and will 

presentexamples ofresearch currently in progress on the future cockpits for GA aircraft. 

Future Cockpit 

Thefuture GA cockpit will make extensive use ofMFD technologies creating a 

true"glass cockpit"for the GA pilot These displays will make efficient use ofmultiple 

colors,hierarchical control architectures,and will allow the pilot to configure each 

display for optimum and desired presentations ofdata Each system will be data fused, 

integrating multiple sensor inputs into single blended displays ofaircraft and subsystem 

status. In addition,the cockpit display systems will use visual,as well as aural inputs to 
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the pilot minimizing saturation ofone sensory channel Currently,there are several 

design projects m progress to create conceptcockpitlayouts and to evaluate their 

potential for the GA pilot. 

Advanced GeneralAviation TransportExperiments 

The Advanced General Aviation TransportExperiments(AGATE)program 

concept,initiated by NASA,will develop affordable,integrated displays and controls for 

GA aircraft cockpits The goals ofthe AGATEprogram concept are to improve pilot SA, 

reduce pilot workload,reduce requirements for voice commumcation,and reduce the 

time and cost ofobtaimng and maintaining safe"near all-weather"flying skills(Asbury, 

1999) A cockpitinformation system would be designed using an integrated HUD, 

integrated microprocessor driven,AMLCD technologiesfor MFDs,and an electronic 

MFD depiction ofaPFD A Highway-m-the-Sky(HITS)concept would utilize GPS data 

for exact position ofthe aircraft and aHUD built into the wmdscreen depicting a3-D 

tunnel m the sky. To stay in planned route and flight parameters,the pilot would fly 

through the tunnel on theHUDfrom takeoffto landing(Ethell, 1994). HITS would also 

display a graphic,full-color 3-D perspective ofterrain around the aircraft on thePFD 

The MFDs would depict graphically navigation,position, weather,traffic,flight plan, 

airspace,communication,and aircraft subsystem status information. All communication 

between ATCand the aircraft would be via datalink(with a voice system fortwo-way 

radio backup). Any firequency changes,flight clearance amendments,or instructions 

would appear in alphanumerictextform on one ofthe MFDs. Weather information 

would also be received from weather broadcast stations as previously discussed. 
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Infonnation presented on all the displays would be highly processed for minimal 

interpretation by the GA pilotto minimize receding ofinformation and make less 

demands on short-term memory for operations and less demand on long-term memoryfor 

proficiency(Asbury,1999) The AGATEconcept strives to increase pilotSA and 

improve safety thereby placing the capabilities ofa 1,000 hour instrument pilotin the 

hands ofa200 hour pilot(Ethell, 1994). Figure A-13 shows a depiction ofthe proposed 

AGATEconceptcockpitlayout 

CockpitandSimulatorfor GeneralAviation 

The Cockpitand Simulator for General Aviation(COSIMA)program is a design 

imtiative undertaken by the Institutfur Flugfuhrung atthe Technische Umversitat 

Braunschweig in 1996 The COSIMA program guidelines a low-cost,modular cockpit 

display design adaptable to any GA aircraft. System components need to be separable for 

individual subsystem use in conventional cockpits and interchangeable for replacement 

and repair purposes. This system will use three AMLCD displays and two 

microprocessors. One ofthe microprocessors will process all datafrom onboard sensors 

and outputthe processed datato a subsystem display located m the center ofthe cockpit 

instrument panel called the Aircraft Monitoring System(AMS). TheAMS will be a user 

configurable hierarchical display ofengine and electrical subsystem parameters. Ifany 

parameters become abnormal,audible and visual warnings will alert the pilotto regard 

the AMS,which will automatically display the errant subsystem The second 

microprocessor will receive the processed datafrom the first microprocessor and output 

flight and navigation system parameters and data to two FlightPlanning and Navigation 
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System(FPNS)displays,one in frontofeach pilot seat. Again,theFPNS will be a user 

configurable hierarchical display and will show the aircraft's flight parameters around the 

periphery ofa centrally located moving map display. TheFPNS would depicta profile 

view ofthe aircraft's currentor intended flight path with relation to a graphical view of 

terrain and obstacles to the aircraftin flight The pilot will have added SA regarding all 

obstructions along the route offlight(Ardey,19^9). 

Conclusion 

These research efforts into display design make extensive use ofcurrent and 

available technologies. The current grade ofAMLCD technologies and microprocessors 

embodythe requisite resolution capabilities and computing power to perform the required 

tasks. However,suitable design efforts still need to be conducted on all the system 

components integration. In addition,theFAA should establish developmentand 

certification standardsfor the construction ofsuitable display systems. FAA standards 

will be a prerequisite before any display systems will be mass produced makingthem 

affordable to the average GA pilot and aircraft owner. Also,ATC will haveto expand 

their infrastructure to accommodate the new capabilities ofthe GA aircraft. Once these 

issues have been solved,the components will exist to create atrue"glass cockpit"forthe 

GA aircraft. 
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CHAPTERS 

CONCLUSIONSANDRECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

Over the last century ofaircraft evolution,the cockpithas become increasing 

cluttered with a profusion ofavionics instrumentation and displays. The military and 

civil commercial aviation sectors encompasses manyofthese developments driven by 

operational performance needs,the economics ofcompetition,and safety considerations. 

With the cluttered cockpits,more inefficient instrument panel designs and layouts 

contributed to an increase in pilot errors resulting from the additional workloads and 

tasks necessary to combatthe effects ofinformation overload. The effects ofinformation 

overload have required the pilotto spend additional time and mentalresources to process 

the items ofpresented cockpit data. The pilot experienced a degradation ofadequate SA 

ofthe aircraft's performance and the elements within the aircraft's operating environment 

whether it be weather,traffic,or airspace constraints. 

In the last fifty years,the military and civil commercial aviation sectors used 

human factors techniques as aids in redesigning the cockpitto reduce overall cockpit 

complexity to improve pilot operational and mental performance,and to improve 

information recognition. Some human factors research hasfocused on the application of 

human-centered design concepts to the cockpit,i.e., which tasks can be automated while 

others can be assigned to the pilot. This research resulted in task oriented displays that 

synthesize datafor presentation to the pilot and improved information recognition. These 
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displays made use ofan allocation offunctions premise that has been the driving force 

behind the introduction offlill-eolor, hierarchical MFD cockpitsystems or"glass 

cockpits"that are now prevalent m the military and civil commercial aviation sectors. 

A second focus ofthe human factors research examined a pilot's performance 

envelope with respectto the human's capabilities and limits Studies indicated that 

humans process much ofthe information oftheir environment visually making extensive 

use ofpattern recognition and color In addition,the human's auditory system,using 

both tonal and vocalinputs even whenthe human visual system is overloaded with 

information,is still capable ofprocessing information. 

A third focus ofthe human factors research evaluated cockpit display positioning 

and outlined design parametersfor a cockpitlayout. Guidelines for optimum usage of 

display groupings,coding,and location resulted from these studies. Additionally,the 

guidelines dictate optimum display viewing distances dependenton the display type. 

This thesis showsthatthe GA sector's revolution in cockpitredesign lagged the 

military and civil commercial sectors even though the GA cockpit experienced the same 

cockpit clutter. GA aircraft comprise alarge portion ofthe overall aviation community 

and fly a majority ofthe annualflight hoursflown. The GA pilot's task loads,while 

conducting VFR andIFR flights,are considerable and not eased by current automation. 

Therefore,the GA populace has experienced much higher accidentrates primarily 

attributable to pilot error. Until recently,the GA cockpit reflected very little ofthe 

revolutions in cockpit design thatthe other aviation sectors adopted. This lag results 

primarily from economic constraints,firstfrom liability insurance costs and aviation 

gasoline prices,second from the limited funds ofthe average GA pilot and aircraft owner, 
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and third from the usability and purchasing constraints ofpreviously available 

technologies. 

Advances in the performance ofmicroprocessors and AMLCDsand their lower 

costs have made the redesign ofthe GA cockpitareality. Many newlow cost display 

systems available to the GA pilot and aircraft owner extensively use humanfactors 

design principles. Many ofthese systems integrate the functionality ofmultiple,single 

display systems into one display source for true"datafusion"Instead oftraditional dial 

and gauge displays,the GA cockpitnow is capable to use MFD technologies inPFDs, 

"state-of-the-art" moving map navigation systems,EHSIs,and EICAS systems This 

thesis examined several current display system technologies and demonstrated the 

extensive use offunctional groupings,color coding,visual as well as aural alerts,and 

"gestalt" design concepts. The new design technologies ofthe HUD,CDTI,and AWIN 

detailed their future benefits in improving pilot SA. 

Last,this thesis explored the future ofthe GA cockpit m terms ofdesired display 

technologies,optimum methods ofaircraft and environmental data parameter 

presentation,and use ofthe visual and aural sensory channels Twofuture cockpit 

concepts were examined for their feasibility m improving SA,increasing information 

processing,and decreasing the workload for the GA pilot. Both concepts made extensive 

use of"datafusion"in cockpit display integrations and"glass cockpit"designs. 

Recommendations 

This thesis'focus was to make the GA pilot aware ofthe cockpit display and 

layoutfactors affecting his performance,the interpretation ofhis aircraft's performance, 
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and the SA ofhis environment. Many human factors concepts m display usage,design, 

location,and cockpitinstrument panellayout were covered throughoutthis thesis. 

Included were examples ofmature display technologies,currently in production,that 

utilize human factors principles. These examples indicated the application ofhuman 

factors principles and offered similar considerations when looking to upgrade a display 

system Future concepts proposed to show altemative ideas for display systems. 

When redesigning or upgrading aGA cockpit,the key is not becoming too 

enamored ofthe new display technologies and not getting lostin the complexity ofthe 

new hierarchical display systems available The GA pilot and aircraft owner should 

examine the finances available,the current aircraft displays needing maintenance or 

replacement,instrument panel space available,the desired performance capabilities ofthe 

display systems and aircraft(VFR orIFR),and then determine a specific system display 

or displays that meetthe requirements. Thefollowing points give guidance when 

considering either an individual display system upgrade or whenredesigmng or replacing 

an entire instrument panel and cockpitlayout: 

1. Ensure flightinstrument displays are in the basic T layoutforthe most 

efficient scan pattern. 

2. Consider rehabilitating or replacing instrument displays using 

traditional color coding and check readings concepts. 

3. Consider redesigning the layoutofthe currentinstrument panel by 

functionally grouping similar subsystem displays. 

4. Orientfunctional groups ofsubsystem instrument displays using 

"gestalt" principles. 
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5. Layoutprimary instrumentand system displays Avithin the optimal 

visual fields as shown in Figure A-7. Secondary instruments and 

displays can be relegated to the peripheral portions ofthe panel. 

Consider panel lighting effects and readability ofcockpit displays. 

6. Ifpurchasing anew aircraft,review avionics options available from 

the aircraft manufacturer with regard to human factors enhancements 

and mission needs. Consider buying the aircraft with a bare panel, 

then installing desired avionics from asecondary dealer to meetthe 

desired level offunctionality and performance. 

7 Ifcompletely redesigning a used aircraft's panel,determine desired 

functionality and performance levels and then consider integrated 

avionics systems,i.e. multiple MFDs,to minimize the number of 

cockpit displays. Possibly sell replaced avionics and displays to 

overhaul dealers. 

8. Consider upgrading display systemsto incorporate full-color,visual 

and aural alerts,and multiple hierarchical submodes. Mostcurrent 

MFD systems incorporate multiple submodes,such asPFD,moving 

map,and EICAS,with the capability to switch betweenthem. 

9. When purchasing a moving map display system or MFD,consider a 

system with upgradefeatures using projected input capabilities like 

lightning detection,weather radar,CDTIand AWIN. 
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10. When a hierarchical MFD system is purchased,practice working 

through the menu architecture and system modes ensuring a suitable 

level offamiliarity and performance ability prior to flight. 

11.Plan for reliable redundancy. Havesome traditional gauges and dials 

as backupsto getthe aircraft onthe ground safely ifall other systems 

fail 

There are many points to consider when looking atthe replacement or 

refurbishmentofcockpit displays or the complete redesign or purchase ofa cockpit 

instrument display system for the instrument panelin aGA aircraft. Each display system 

hasto bejudged on its individual merits and potential for enhancementofthe entire GA 

cockpit display system. The keyfor any display system is improved information 

presentation,interpretation,and recognition for the GA pilot and for a greater level ofSA 

dining aircraft operations. 
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Figure A-1. Evolution ofMilitary Cockpit Display Complexityfrom 1910to 1970. 

Source: Advisory Group for Aerospace Research&Development(AGARD)(1996, 
April). Flight Vehicle Integration Panel Working Group 21 on Glass Cockpit 
OperationalEffectiveness. AGARD-AR-349. Neuilly-sur-Seine,France: 
AGARD,North Atlantic Treaty Organization, pp. 1. 



Figure A-2. Military Glass Cockpit Display Evolution from 1975 to 1990. 

Source: Advisory Group for Aerospace Research&Development(AGARD)(1996, 
April). Flight Vehicle Integration Panel Working Group21 on Glass Cockpit 
Operational Effectiveness. AGARD-AR-349. Neuilly-sur-Seine,France: 
AGARD,North Atlantic Treaty Organization, pp.2. 
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Figure A-3. 1948 Cessna 170 CockpitInstrumentPanel. 

Source: Asbury,S.(June 22,1999). "State-of-the-Art in General Aviation Avionics.' 
PowerPointPresentationforSATSPlanning Conference,June 22, 1999. 
Hampton,VA: NASA Langley Research Center, pp.3. 



Figure A-4. 1990 Cessna 172 CockpitInstrumentPanel. 

Source: Asbury,S.(June 22,1999). "State-of-the-Art in General Aviation Avionics.' 
PowerPointPresentationforSATSPlanning Conference,June 22, 1999. 
Hampton,VA: NASA Langley Research Center, pp.4. 
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Figure A-5. 1990 Beech Bonanza Cockpit Instrument Panel. 

Source: Asbury, S. (June 22,1999). "State-of-the-Art in General Aviation Avionics.' 
PowerPoint Presentationfor SATS Planning Conference, June 22, 1999. 
Hampton, VA: NASA Langley Research Center, pp. 5. 
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Figure A-6. McDonnell Douglas MD-11 "Glass Cockpit." 

Source: Advisory Group for Aerospace Research & Development (AGARD) (1996,
April). Flight Vehicle Integration Panel Working Group 21 on Glass Cockpit
Operational Effectiveness. AGARD-AR-349. Neuilly-sur-Seine, France: 
AGARD, North Atlantic Treaty Organization, pp. 173 
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Figure A-7. Optimum Vertical and Horizontal Visual Fields. 
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Figure A-8. Sierra Flight Systems' EFIS-1000 Primary Flight Display. 

Source: Sierra Flight Systems (1999). "Sierra Flight Systems. Ultimate Situational 
Awareness. EFIS-1000." Web information from 
http://www.sierrqflightsystems.eom/efislOOO.html. Boise, ID: Sierra Flight 
Systems, pp. I. 
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Figure A-9. Garmin's GNS530Integrated Moving Map Display System. 

Source: GARMIN(2000). "Garmin: GNS 530." Web information from 
http://www.garmin.com/products/gns530/index.html. Olathe,KS: Garmin 
International,Inc. pp. 1. 
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Figure A-12. Display ofAviation Weather Information. 

Source: Home,ThomasP.(2000,March). "Beaming Upthe Weather. Today's Services 
Portend Tomorrow's Resources." AOPA Pilot. Vol.43,No.3. Frederick,MD: 
Aircraft Ownersand Pilots Association, pp. 97. 
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Figure A-13. Advanced General Aviation Technology Experiments' Concept
Cockpit Layout. 

Source: Marsh, A. K. (2000, January). "Your Future General Aviation Airplane. Where 
We've Been, Where We're Going." P/7ot. Vol. 43, No. 1. Frederick, 
MD: Aircraft Owners and Pilots Association, pp. 86. 
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